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CULLEN BUNN     STEVE McNIVENCULLEN BUNN     STEVE McNIVENCULLEN BUNN     STEVE McNIVEN

THE EPIC 
BATTLE BEGINS. 





CONTINUED IN 
SPIDER-MAN/DEADPOOL #1.MU



MEET THE MONSTERS!

CONTINUED IN
MONSTERS UNLEASHED #1

CULLEN BUNN is an American comic 
book writer and novelist. The powerhouse 
writer behind Monsters Unleashed, Bunn is 
perhaps best known for his action-packed, 
no-holds-barred Deadpool Kills the Marvel 
Universe! Currently at Marvel, Bunn is 
writing Uncanny X-Men, Deadpool & the 
Mercs for Money, and of course Monsters 
Unleashed! With runs on some of Marvel’s 
greatest characters ranging from Magneto 
to Moon Knight, there’s no one better to 
tackle the epic battle Marvel fans have 
been waiting for! 

SLIZZIK
ALL-NEW MONSTER DESIGNED 
BY STEVE McNIVEN!

STEVE McNIVEN is a Canadian comic 
book artist, and no stranger to epic events! 
As the artist on the seminal Civil War with 
superstar writer Mark Millar, McNiven has 
cemented himself as a Marvel legend.  In 
addition to Civil War, McNiven has worked 
on Wolverine epics such as Old Man Logan 
and Death of Wolverine! Currently at Marvel, 
McNiven is the series artist on the can’t-
miss Uncanny Inhumans. With a different 
artist tackling each issue of Monsters 
Unleashed, Steve McNiven kicks off the 
series in issue #1 with monstrous battles 
you can’t miss!



The Marvel Universe doesn’t have a big problem in 2017—it has several.

The New Year brings MONSTERS UNLEASHED, an event so massive that writer 
Cullen Bunn must enlist fi ve of the most talented artists in comics—Adam Kubert, 

Greg Land, Salvador Larroca, Steve McNiven, and Leinil Yu—to chart the destruction. 
With colossal creatures invading Earth, it will take Iron Man, Spider-Man, 

the Avengers, the X-Men, and every other hero on Marvel’s roster to fi ght back.

We spoke with Bunn and Marvel Editor-in-Chief Axel Alonso about 
what to expect from this monstrous event.

CULLEN BUNN AND AXEL ALONSO PREVIEW 
THE MASSIVE MONSTER EVENT SET TO RUN 

RAMPANT OVER THE MARVEL UNIVERSE!

humans through swamps in the old comics, but 
what’s exciting now is we get to put that kind of 
scale and that kind of destruction and chaos and 
mayhem into a story that also has super heroes. So 
we’re getting to see these super heroes play against 
that scale and I think that’s pretty exciting for me. I 
think people love those monsters just because in 
the truest sense of the word, they are awe-inspiring 
creatures and I think now we get to see them play 
against the greatest heroes of the Marvel Universe.

AXEL ALONSO: If you just look down the list of 
artists that have been involved in the creation of 
these monsters, from Jack Kirby to Steve Ditko to 
Don Heck to Herb Trimpe on down, I mean so many 
of Marvel’s most revered artists created these 
characters or were involved with the creation of these 
characters. I’m hard-pressed to think of anyone who 
hasn’t found affection for one of these characters, 
whether it’s someone as high pro� le as Fin Fang 
Foom or someone more low pro� le. They’re scary, 
they’re funny, they’re quirky and we’re gonna treat 
em’ seriously; they’re going to have a big impact on 
the Marvel Universe.

Marvel.com: Let’s talk about that impact. What 
kind of impact does this event have on the Marvel 
Universe? What kind of lasting impression is it 
going to leave?

CULLEN BUNN: Well, once this catastrophe is 
unleashed on the Marvel Universe, the heroes 
have to work together to solve the problem and set 
things right. Some of these creatures haven’t been 
seen in decades in Marvel books or haven’t been 
seen in a real signi� cant way, but now, at this point, 
they’re here, they are in play as beings out there in 
the Marvel Universe and I just kinda feel like they 
will always be; the heroes will never forget these 
monsters again. You know, some of these creatures 
might have been forgotten to time, but they’ll never 
be forgotten again after what happens in this series.

AXEL ALONSO: It’s harder to quantify what, as you 
put it, lasting change will result in this event without 
giving away story points, but I will say Civil War II 
created � ssures and rami� cations for key characters. 
Secret Wars twisted the Marvel Universe and took 
some stuff off the table and brought some new stuff 
on. One thing I can say is that Monsters Unleashed 
will bring something new onto the table, I can’t say 
what exactly, but something new and exciting that we 
think will be a very valuable new player [or players] in 
the Marvel Universe.

Marvel.com: Talk to me about the idea of using 
different artists, not just going with one, but having 

fi ve superstar artists working together; both of you 
guys can speak to how this is different in terms of 
process, but also why there’s such a great appeal 
for this.

AXEL ALONSO: Well, we think that this is, like I 
said, this story is really simple; you don’t need to 
know anything about the Marvel Universe to pick 
this up. You know, suddenly the sky is blue, the 
next minute it’s � lled with monsters that are crash-
landing in it. The Marvel heroes have to rally against 
it, they have to � gure out how to stop this threat 
and then eventually, while they’re still � ghting, where 
it’s coming from so that’s the setup. The key thing 
here is that we’ve used this as being pure eye candy 
and so, we thought it made sense to look through 
our top artists and see who’s out there who’s [both] 
fantastic to do these and have the window in their 
schedule that can actually get this to happen and 
the stars aligned for us to be able to � nd Steve 
McNiven, Adam Kubert, Greg Land, Salvador Larroca, 
and Leinil Yu. [They] are � ve artists who are gonna 
be given ample opportunity to show off and have 
some fun; there are going to be plenty of two-page 
spreads and one-page splashes throughout this 
book to remind readers of the scale. This is anything 
but a claustrophobic event.

CULLEN BUNN: And I think all of these artists are 
very excited about the project. I mean, you can tell 
even when we [started] early exchanges of emails 
and they’re drawing monsters and sending in 
sketches of monsters. They’re excited to have the 
chance to work with these creatures. So for me, as 
a writer, it’s always thrilling to be working with people 
who really can’t wait to get their hands on the script 
pages so they can just start drawing these creatures.

AXEL ALONSO: To recap: it’s � ve 30-page issues, 
� ve different artists, one writer and we’re gonna have 
only a few tie-ins. I think we’re going to be somewhere 
around seven or eight tie-ins, [and] they’re gonna be 
one shots. We’re keeping it lean and mean; these 
one shots will not take place in the core title, but 
alongside the core title so, if hypothetically speaking, 
there’s an AMAZING SPIDER-MAN one, it’ll be labeled 
accordingly. So it’ll be quick hits; these are all a little 
piece of the chocolate; you can eat two or three or 
four or all of them.

Cullen Bunn and his dynamic team of artists let 
loose in MONSTERS UNLEASHED beginning in 
January of 2017!

Marvel.com: Cullen, how did you end up on this gig 
as the writer of MONSTERS UNLEASHED?

CULLEN BUNN: I told Axel when he called me and 
mentioned the project to me for the � rst time, “If 
you hadn’t considered me for this book, I would have 
been very upset.” Because this is a giant monster 
story in the Marvel Universe. It’s the kinda book 
that’s right up my alley so it was basically simple as 
that: Axel called, talked to me about the project and 
it was in its infancy and then I went out to the Marvel 
of� ces and we shored up a story line and now we’re 
off to the races.

AXEL ALONSO: Yeah and one of the things that was 
really factoring big in my mind was Cullen’s work on 
DEADPOOL KILLS THE MARVEL UNIVERSE, which is 
a perennial bestseller for us and has exactly the kind 
of scope and humor that we need and mayhem that 
we need for an event like this.

Marvel.com: I know we’re not giving away all the 
story details right now, but what are the basics 
people need to know to start getting excited for 
MONSTERS UNLEASHED?

CULLEN BUNN: I think, on the surface, it’s a 
story about the heroes of the Marvel Universe 
[waking] up one morning and out of nowhere, giant 
Marvel monsters start descending on the Earth 
and attacking in force. the super heroes have to 
put aside their differences, they have to mobilize 
extremely quickly in order to combat the monsters 
that are suddenly appearing all over the world and 

to save the populace and keep people safe as this 
chaos and destruction is raining down around them.

AXEL ALONSO: What you have is the arrival of 
mammoth-sized monsters in the Marvel Universe, 
creating mayhem all around them. They arrive 
everywhere so it’s an all-in event. Avengers, X-Men, 
Champions, Inhumans, Deadpool, Spider-Man and 
friends, Power Man and Iron Fist; everyone has to 
get past whatever gripes they might have currently in 
the Marvel Universe and team up against this threat 
that’s global. It’s gonna happen quickly; it’s � ve 
issues rapidly shipping, more or less a bi-weekly ship 
starting in January. Each issue is 30 pages long. You 
know who the artists are at this point; they’re � ve 
of the hottest artists at Marvel, all known for big 
super heroes and large-scale action. And there’ll be 
plenty of two-page spreads and one-page splashes 
for them to show off and give this story the scale it 
deserves. [It is] an all hands-on deck event for the 
Marvel heroes and they will � nd help from a very 
unlikely source; a cavalry will arrive at some point.

Marvel.com: I think everyone knows why we love 
super heroes. But with the monster characters, 
what’s the appeal of these creatures? Why have 
they endured as fan favorites and why do you think 
they’re going make a great impact this time?

CULLEN BUNN: Look, people have had a love 
affair with giant monsters for a longlongtime and 
I think there’s something about just the scale and 
the wonder of these creatures. I think we’ve always 
loved seeing them destroy buildings and chase tiny 
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MONSTERS UNLEASHED #3 VARIANT MONSTERS UNLEASHED #4 VARIANT

’50s MOVIE HOMAGE VARIANTS FROM SUPERSTAR 
COVER ARTIST FRANCESCO FRANCAVILLA!

FRANCESCO FRANCAVILLA is an Eisner Award-winning comic artist and New York Times best-selling author. 
Francavilla is currently working on the fan-favorite MOON KNIGHT series with writer Jeff Lemire, 

and has worked on characters such as Captain America, Black Panther and Hawkeye. Known for his retro
and pulp-inspired style, his variants for MONSTERS UNLEASHED are truly something to behold!

MONSTERS UNLEASHED #2 VARIANTMONSTERS UNLEASHED #1 VARIANT



“And, uh…
going pretty

fast.”

Rome,
Italy.

Karnak! Any
thoughts?

Their
weaknesses

remain remarkably
few, my
queen.

however, they
do seem rather easily

distracted.

Crystal and
swain just picked

up another round of
civilians, folks. Their
outcraft is leaving

the scene now.

it looks like
Crystal and swain

accidentally caught my
guy’s attention. He’s

on the move!

That
means we can take

these things DOWN.
right? 

Yes,
inferno. That's
exactly what it

means.

Great!

And we're
gonna do that how,

exactly? 



…But this
thing’s brain is…
it’s weirdsies.

like nothing
I’ve--

seriously,
swain. I don’t

think I can fight
this thing
alone.

step on it,
captain!

I know,
princess crystal, I--I’m

trying to do my thing--
form an empathic dialogue,

nudge its thoughts
along... 

CONTINUED IN
UNCANNY INHUMANS #1.MU

UNLEASH…THE

LOOK FOR GWENSTERS UNLEASHED VARIANTS 
ON ALL MONSTERS UNLEASHED TIE-INS!

CLASSIC MONSTERS GWEN-IFIED!
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CONTINUED IN
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PAGE AFTER PAGE OF ACTION-PACKED 
CREATURE CLASSICS BY STAN, LARRY, 

JACK, AND MANY MORE!
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MAY 2017

MEET THE MONSTERS!
Acclaimed artist GREG LAND takes over on MONSTERS 
UNLEASHED! #2, out in February! This UNCANNY X-MEN
artist is no stranger to super-powered teams and splash 
pages, and Land brings his larger-than-life style to the 
biggest event in Marvel history!

SCRAGG
ALL-NEW MONSTER 
DESIGNED BY GREG LAND!

AEGIS
ALL-NEW MONSTER 
DESIGNED BY 
SALVADOR LARROCA!

LEINIL FRANCIS YU is currently on many high-pro� le 
Marvel titles such as the INHUMANS VS. X-MEN mega-
event, STAR WARS, and more! Taking over as artist on 
MONSTERS UNLEASHED! #3, Yu delivers his much-loved 
style to another blockbuster series!

MEKARA
ALL-NEW MONSTER 
DESIGNED BY 
LEINIL FRANCIS YU!

Out in March, MONSTERS UNLEASHED! #4 features art 
by SALVADOR LARROCA! Known for his work on X-MEN
titles, DARTH VADER, INVINCIBLE IRON MAN and much 
more, Larroca’s long history with Marvel makes him ideal 
for such an epic undertaking!

Only comics legend ADAM KUBERT could tackle the � nal 
chapter in an epic story—MONSTERS UNLEASHED! #5! 
The Eisner Award-winning artist is currently tackling ALL-
NEW, ALL-DIFFERENT AVENGERS at Marvel, but has worked 
on everyone from Wolverine to Ghost Rider!

HI-VO
ALL-NEW MONSTER 
DESIGNED BY 
ADAM KUBERT!

chapter in an epic story—MONSTERS UNLEASHED! #5! 
The Eisner Award-winning artist is currently tackling ALL-
NEW, ALL-DIFFERENT AVENGERS at Marvel, but has worked 
on everyone from Wolverine to Ghost Rider!

872-PAGE 

MONSTER-SIZED 

SPECTACULAR!

MONSTERS VOL. 1: 
THE MARVEL MONSTERBUS 
BY STAN LEE, LARRY LIEBER & JACK KIRBY HC
978-130208614
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JEREMY WHITLEY

CARLO BARBERI     

COVER BY ADAM KUBERT
SNEAK PEEK PREVIEW
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ALL-NEW X-MEN #1.MU



WHERE WILL THE MONSTERS FIND THEMSELVES 
AFTER MONSTERS UNLEASHED?

CHECK YOUR LOCAL COMIC SHOP FOR 
THESE EXCLUSIVE MONSTERS UNLEASHED 

PARTY ITEMS ON JANUARY 18TH! AFTER MONSTERS UNLEASHED?

FIRECLAW
ALL-NEW MONSTER 
DESIGNED BY ARTHUR ADAMS!To fi nd a comic shop near you, visit www.comicshoplocator.com or call 1-888-comicbook.

KID KAIJU
DESIGNED BY TERRY DODSON!

MONSTERS UNLEASHED #1 
PREMIERE VARIANT

MONSTERS UNLEASHED #1 
PARTY VARIANT BY ARTHUR ADAMS

*Art not fi nal

MONSTERS UNLEASHED #1 
LITHOGRAPHS

MONSTERS UNLEASHED 
SKETCH PAD

MARVEL GRAPHIC COMIC BOX: 
MONSTERS UNLEASHED PLUS, SUPERSIZED McNIVEN 

VINYL POSTER!
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